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Цена розница: 22 135 руб.Нашли дешевле? Снизим цену!Артикул: MU-A046323Компания Mackie постояннно ведет работу над усовершенствованием своих продутковв. В частности, инновациии коснулись линейки компактных микшерных пультов VLZ4. Новые разюемы премиум-класса на всех точках подключения, операционный усилитель М80,
доработанные предусилители ONYX, получившие сверхширокий диапазон усиления сигнала 60dB, динамический диапазон 128,5dB, Cushion +22dBu. Корпус произведен по технологииии Built as-a tank которая совершенствовалась в течении 25 лет. В результате мы получили новые, прочные и простые в использованиии микшерные пульты, от супер-
компактного 402VLZ4 для компьютера, до удобного 3204VLZ4. Можно быть уверенным, в них есть все что нам необходимо! Основные особенности микшерного пульта 802 VLZ4: 8 каналов (3 моно XLR, 3 стерео 1/4) предусилители ONYX 1 линия AUX на каждом канале фантомное питание +48V Led индикаторы выходяжего сигнала HPF, Pad +22dB
Технические характеристики MACKIE 802 VLZ4Количество каналов8Моно каналы3Стерео каналы3AUX линия1SUB группы-Процессор эффектов-Фи PAD -26db.Фантомное питание +48VестьREC in/outесть RCAРазмеры227x41x186Вес2 кг.Распечатать информацию о товареПолезные файлыРуководство пользователя (EN) (2.58 Mb) 802VLZ4O W N E R ' S M
A N U A L8-Channel Ultra-Compact MixerPage 2802VLZ42802VLZ4Importing Safety Instructions 1.  Read these instructions.  2. Keep these instructions.3.  He made a mind to all the warnings.4.  Follow all instructions.5.  Do not use this device near water.6.  Clean only with a dry cloth.7.  Do not block any ventilation openings. Install according to the manufacturer's instructions. 8.
Do not install near any heat source, such as radiators, heat logs, stoves or other appliances (including amplifiers) that produce heat. 9. Do not defeat the security purpose of the polarized or base plug. One polarized plug has two blades with one wider than the other. A grounding socket has two blades a third base point. The wide sheet or third point are provided for your safety. If
the plug provided does not fit on your output, consult an electrician for the replacement of the outdated output. 10. Protect the power cord from being walked or pinched particularly in sockets, convenience containers, and the point where they leave the appliance. 11. Use only attachments/accessories specified by manufacturer.12. Use only with a cart, support, tripod, bracket or
table specified by the manufacturer, or sold with the appliance. When using a trolley, use caution when moving the combination of cart/appliance to avoid tip injuries. 13. Disconnect this device during lightning storms or when it is not unused for long periods of time. 14. Consult all the service to qualified service personnel. Service is required when the appliance has been damaged
in any way, such as the power cable or plug is damaged, liquid has been spilled or objects have fallen into the appliance, the appliance has been exposed to rain or humidity, does not work normally, or has been removed. 15. This device will not be exposed to drip or splash, and no objects full of liquids, such as vases or glasses of beer will be placed. 16. Do not overload wall
sockets and extension cables, as this can result in a fire risk or electric shock. 17. The MAINS plug or an appiaging docker is used as a disconnection device, so the disconnection device will remain easily operable. PORTABLE CARDBOARD WARNING OF ELECTRIC SHOCK. DO NOT OPEN LARISQUE DE CHOC ELECTRIQUE. NE PAS OUVRIRCAUTION: TO REDUCE THE
RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK DO NOT REMOVE THE COVER (OR BACK)THERE ARE NO PIECES THAT CAN BE USED INSIDE. CHECK OUT THE QUALIFIED STAFF: POUR EVITER LES RISQUES DE CHOC ELECTRIQUE, NE PAS ENLEVER LE COUVERCLE. AUCUN ENTERTAINED OF INTERIURES PIECES PAR L'USAGER. CONFIDANT ENTERTAINS QUALIFIED
STAFF. WARNINGS: POUR EVITER LES RISQUES D'INCENDIE OU D'ELECTROCUTION, N'EXPOSEZ PAS CET ARTICLE IN LA PLUIE OU A L'HUMIDITEThe lightning with arrow point symbol inside an equilateral triangle aims to alert the user of the presence of dangerous tension not isolated within the product enclosure, which may be of sufficient magnitude to constitute a
risk of electric shock for people. Le symbole éclair avec point de flèche à l'intérieur d'un triangle équilatéral est utilisé pour alerter l'utilisateur de la présence à l'intérieur du coffret de voltage dangereux non isolé d'ampleur suffisante pour constituer un risque d'éléctrocution. The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle aims to alert the user of the presence of important
operating and maintenance instructions (service) in the literature accompanying the device. Le point d'exclamation à of a triangle triangle est employé pour alerter les utilisateurs de la présence d'instructions importantes pour le fonctionnement et l'entretien (service) dans le livret d'instruction accompagnant l'appareil. 18. NOTE: This computer has been tested and found to meet
the limits of a Class B digital device, in accordance with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential facility. This mind-set generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used according to the instructions, can cause harmful interference to radio communications.
However, there is no guarantee that the interference will not occur in a particular facility. If this equipment causes harmful interference in the radio or television reception, that can be determined by turning off and activating the equipment, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by means of one or more of the following measures:• Reorient or relocate the receiving
antenna.• Increase the separation between the equipment and the receiver.• Connect the equipment on an output on an output other than the receiver's connected.• Consult the distributor or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. CAUTION: Changes or modifications to this device not expressly approved by LOUD Technologies Inc. could override the user's authority to
operate the equipment in accordance with FCC rules. 19. This device does not exceed class A/Class B limits (applicable) for radio noise emissions of the digital device as established by the regulations on radio interference of the Canadian Department of Communications. ATTENTION — Le présent appareil numérique n'émet pas de bruits radioélectriques dépassant las limites
applicables aux appareils numériques de class A/de class B (selon le cas) prestat dans le réglement sur le brouillage radioélectrique édicté par les ministere des communications du Canada. 20. Exposure to extremely high noise levels can cause permanent hearing loss. Individuals vary considerably in susceptibility to noise-induced hearing loss, but almost everyone will lose
some hearing if exposed to loud enough noise over a period of time. The United States Government's Employment Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has specified the admissible noise level exposures shown in the graph below. According to OSHA, any exposure above these permissible limits could result in some hearing loss. To ensure potentially dangerous exposure to
high levels of sound pressure, it is recommended that all people exposed to equipment capable of producing high levels of sound safety use audited protectors while the equipment is in Ear plugs or protectors in ear canals or on the ears should be carried when when the equipment in order to avoid permanent hearing loss if the exposure is above the limits established here:
Duration, per day in hoursSound Level dBA, Slow ResponseEquipical 890Duo in the small club692495Subway Train3972100Very strong classical music1.51021105Matt calling Troy about deadlines0.5 1100.25 or less 115 False pieces in a rockWARNING concert - To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not expose this device to rain or humidity. OVERVIEW The
phenomenal success of Mackie's mixer line is no accident: it is the result of 40 years of experience producing and selling some of the world's most popular mixers and sound reinforcement equipment. Now, Mackie's knowledge and accumulated experience are brought to fruition with his line of VLZ mixers (Very Low Noise. The phenomenal success of Mackie's mixer line is no
accident, it is the result of 40 years of experience producing and selling some of the most popular mixers and sound reinforcement equipment in the world. Now, Mackie's knowledge and accumulated experience are brought to fruition with his line of VLZ mixers (Very Low Noise. Pick it up Mackie's 802VLZ4 brings these results to you in a versatile, 8-channel rich mixer that is built
like a tank with a rugged solid steel chassis. The mixer features three of the flagship preamps of Mackie's Onyx microphone, which offer the superior performance of a boutique microphone preamp with the hardness needed to handle the pitfalls of life on the road. Each XLR entry accepts balanced microphone or line level signals and has ghost power for its capacitor microphones.
You will be impressed by the exceptional head and low noise of this well-designed mixer. Input line entries 1 and 2, as well as 3-4 stereo paired channels, also use Onyx pre-amps, and can be used to adjust the gain of lower-earning instruments. You can use channel 1 and 2 line/mic switches to adjust the input level so that you can connect instruments to these channels without a
direct box. Channels 1-3 feature a low 100 Hz cutting filter in the microphone input channels to clean up rumor and low frequency noise. Channels 5 to 8 consist of paired stereo line inputs that accept stereo or mono signals (balanced or unbalanced) - these versatile inputs can handle output from almost any instrument, effect or playback unit. The 802VLZ4 also has: two shipping
stereo / returns for effects; dos Aux sends for routing or monitors; a pair of RCA connectors for recording (output mode) or patching in an audio source (input mode). Output You will find 1/4 and XLR outputs to send signals to amplifiers, powered speakers or recording devices. change the main XLR outputs at the microphone level so that they connect to another mixer. The
802VLZ4 also has 3-4 silent/high dual purpose switches on channel strips that allow you to mute or route the channels that selected in a separate stereo mixture. Each strip of the channel includes buttons for solo listening Mute/Alt 3-4 and pre-fader, as well as buttons for the level, the pan and the 3-band EQ. The output stage presents the ability to submixar the main mixture, the
High exit 3-4, and the signal of the tape inputs, then send the mixed signal to the main exits. The Control Room/Submix button acts as a separate volume control for the Control Room and headphone outputs. You can use the Pre or Post switch to configure the Aux 1 button as a sending or sending effect monitor. Electricity The combination of sophisticated features of Mackie
802VLZ4 and robust construction in a small package makes it suitable for a wide variety of situations, making sure you'll be ready to control what music sends your way. READ LESS channels 1-2:mono mic/ line input (XLR and 1/4 TRS)Onyx low noise, high-gain microphone low cutting filter (100 Hz, 18 dB/octave) instrument switch allows guitar input without a box di (I/O)
jackchannel 3/4mono mic and stereo input linesswitchable low cutting filter (100 100Hz, 1 8 channels dB/octave 5/6 and 7/8stereo-pair (1/4 TRS)3-band EQ in all channels: 12,000 Hz (1/1/2 4 TRS)3-band EQ on all channels: 12,000 Hz (shelves)average: 2,500 Hz (peak)low: 80 Hz (shelves)silence and bread controls on each channelswitchable ghost power (+48 volts) on all inputs
pre switchable bus microphones - or post-faderAlt 3/4 comes out the sum of all muted channels for a separate stereo mixSolo bus with light indicator for measuring and monitoring individual channels OUTPUT METER LED with peak indicatortape in/outheadphone and outputssteel room outputssteel chassisdimensions control : 8-15/16W x 1-13/16H x 10-3/4Dweight: 4.5 pounds
(5.5 pounds with power supply)warranty: 1 year Our 6 0-day money back guaranteeMFR #2040767-00 General Mic inputs 3 Line tickets 8 x 1/4 Ghost Power +48V Channel EQ 3-band (80, 2.5k, 12k) Master EQ N Monitors 2 x 1/4 (CR) Effects N Talkback N Height (inches) 1-13/16 Depth (inches) 10-3/4 Width (inches) 8-15/16 Weight 4.5 pounds 8-Channel Mixer: The Mackie
802VLZ4 is an 8-channel analog mixer. Mic Inputs (Ch. 1-3): The 802VLZ4 features 3 Mackie's flagship Onyx microphone preamps. The microphone entries on channel 1-3 of the mixer consist of female XLR connectors. You can connect to almost any type of microphone that has a standard evil XLR microphone connector. The professional tape, dynamic microphone and
capacitor will sound excellent through these entries. Microphone entries from 802VLZ74 will take care of any type of microphone level Overload. Most modern professional capacitor microphones are equipped for ghost power, allowing the mixer to send dc low current voltage to the microphone electronics through the same cables that carry audio. The ghost power for all
microphone channels (1-3) is turned on and off together. Line Ins (Ch. 1-2): The entries on line 1-2 of the mixer consist of 1/4 female phone connectors. These input quota circuits (but not the ghost power) with microphone 1-2 1-2 and can be driven by balanced or unbalanced sources at almost any level. You can use these entries for virtually any audio signal. To connect balance
lines to these entries, we a TRS 1/4 phone plug. to connect unbalanced lines to these entries, use a 1/4-more TS phone. These two line entries are a good place to connect older instruments that need more gain. Stereo Line Ins (Ch. 3-8): These fully balanced 1/4 entries are designed for stereo or mono signal, balanced or unbalanced. They can be used with almost any
professional or semi-pro instrument, effect, or CD player. Note: These 1-2 Insert channels (1/4 phone sockets) are where serial effects such as compressors, equalizers, de-essers or filters are connected. Tape/tape input: The 802VLZ4 offers both tape inputs and tape outputs. Tape in: These dual and unbalanced RCA entries accept line-level stereo signals. The signals that enter
these entries are always routed to the exit of the phones, but you can also route the main output. Use these jacks for convenient reproduction of your mixtures. You will be able to check a mixture and then try another pass without repairing or disrupting mixer levels. You can also use these jacks with an iPod player, computer, or CD. There is a tape-level knob that allows you to
adjust the level of the tape input by playing on the main mix and headphones. Tape Out: These unbalanced RCA connections play the main output of the mix to make simultaneous recording and bread work more conveniently. Connect them to the recorder entries. This output is an unbalanced copy of the main mixture and is affected by the main mix level. Main and headphone
outputs: The 802VLZ4 offers outlet sockets to connect its power amplifier, powered speakers and headphones. Main outputs: The main outputs of the mixer consist of two balanced XLR connectors and two unbalanced 1/4 telephone connectors. These outputs feed the main mix to the line level inputs of your power amplifier, powered speakers or other mixer. There is a main mix
level knob that controls the level of signals sent to the main outputs. All channels that are not completely rejected will end up in the main mix. Headphone jack: This 1/4 jack stereo will drive any standard handset to very strong levels. In the headphones, you'll hear the main mix, as well as any source that plays the tape entries. Adjust mixing level will not affect the output of
headphones; adjusting the tape level will affect the level of the tape input signal heard on the headphones. There is a phone level knob that allows you to adjust the level of the signal that goes to your headphones. Other entries / outputs: The 802VLZ4 provides a variety of useful inputs and outputs. Aux Send: This is a balanced/ unbalanced TRS output, commonly used to power
stage monitors or an external effects processor. The Aux Send buttons touch a part of the signal in each channel to provide an output here, allowing you to configure a good monitor mix, or to configure an external effect from different channels. Stereo Return (ST): The stereo return is where the outputs of the device are connected with parallel effect. THE RETURN ST can also be
used as an additional pair of stereo line entries. These balanced 1/4 entries are similar to the mixer stereo line inputs (only without EQ, aux sens, pan, mute, or solo functions). The circuits will take care of stereo or mono signals, balanced or unbalanced. You can use fiwth almost any pro or semi-pro device. Signals entering these entries can be adjusted using the Stereo Enter
button before passing the signal to the main mixing bus. These results are 1/4 and can be connected to balanced or unbalanced lines. For example, you can use these outputs to power a recorder and only record individual channels by pressing your silent/high switch one by one. Control Room (CR) Out: These balanced/unbalanced TRS outputs allow you to hear something other
than the main mix. These outputs are often used to run a good pair of studio monitors fed into a control room. 3-Band EQ: The 802VLZ4 has an equalization of 3 bands in carefully selected points; Shelves low to 80Hz, average shelves at 2.5kHz, and high shelves at 12 kHz. Shelves means that the circuit increases or cuts all frequencies beyond the specified frequency. High EQ:
This control gives you up to 15dB boost or cut above 12 kHz and is also flat in the center. Average EQ: This control gives you up to 15dB of momentum or cut below 2.5kHz; the circuit is flat in the central position. Low EQ: This control gives you up to 15dB boost or cut below 80Hz; the circuit is flat in the central position. Useful controls: The 802VLZ4 is equipped with a variety of
useful control spheres, buttons and switches. Low cut (for ch. 1-3): This function reduces the frequencies below 100Hz to a speed of 18dB per octave for channels 1, 2 and 3. Instrument switch: The instrument switch is used if you want to connect a guitar or other instrument-level source directly to channel 1 and 2 line inputs. Pre Fader Solo: The Pre Fader Solo switch allows you
to listen to signals through your headphones or control room without having to route them to the main or high 3-4 mix.  Applications: The Mackie 802VLZ4 is ideal for mixing live sound, houses of worship, clubs, gyms, banquet halls, conference rooms, study and field recording, multimedia applications, broadcast, and many other applications. ARTICLES ARTICLES
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